PERMITS APPROVED:

#40242 - MARATHON OIL COMPANY, LENY JO 21-6H, SE SW 31-146N-94W, DUNN CO., 759’ FSL AND 2083’ FWL, DEVELOPMENT, KILLDEER, 2321’ GROUND, API – 33-025-04781, LOCATION OUTSIDE OF SPACING UNIT

#40243 - MARATHON OIL COMPANY, KGC 31-6H, SE SW 31-146N-94W, DUNN CO., 815’ FSL AND 2140’ FWL, DEVELOPMENT, KILLDEER, 2321’ GROUND, API – 33-025-04782, LOCATION OUTSIDE OF SPACING UNIT

APPROVED FOR HORIZONTAL RE-ENTRY:


ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

RELEASED FROM ‘CONFIDENTIAL’ STATUS:

#38035 - PETROSHALE (US) INC, TAHU 3MBH, SE NE 29-152N-94W, MCKENZIE CO., ANTELOPE

#39359 - CONTINENTAL RESOURCES, INC., ARTHUR 3-12HSL1, SW SW 12-146N-97W, DUNN CO., LITTLE KNIFE

Active Daily Rig Count: 34

The Current Active Drilling Rig list can be located by visiting the DMR homepage, clicking Oil and Gas, and selecting Active Drilling Rigs. For questions, please contact Oil and Gas Division at 701-328-8020 or email oilandgasinfo@nd.gov